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Background and Significance

Clinical documentation is a critical component of patient care,
and communicating accurately and comprehensively through

clinical notes is important to achieving positive health out-
comes. Creating notes within electronic health record (EHR)
systems is time-consuming, affects documentation accuracy,
negativelyaffects the career satisfactionof clinicians, and causes
lost labor productivity.1–5 Dictation using transcriptionists and
automatic speechrecognition (ASR)has thepotential to improve
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Abstract Objective Clinician progress notes are an important record for care and communication,
but there is a perception that electronic notes take too long towrite andmay not accurately
reflect the patient encounter, threatening quality of care. Automatic speech recognition
(ASR)has thepotential to improve clinical documentationprocess; however, ASR inaccuracy
and editing time are barriers to wider use. We hypothesized that automatic text processing
technologies could decrease editing time and improve note quality. To inform the
development of these technologies, we studied how physicians create clinical notes using
ASR and analyzed note content that is revised or added during asynchronous editing.
Materials and Methods We analyzed a corpus of 649 dictated clinical notes from 9
physicians. Notes were dictated during rounds to portable devices, automatically
transcribed, and edited later at the physician’s convenience. Comparing ASR tran-
scripts and the final edited notes, we identified the word sequences edited by
physicians and categorized the edits by length and content.
Results We found that 40% of the words in the final notes were added by physicians
while editing: 6% corresponded to short edits associated with error correction and
format changes, and 34% were associated with longer edits. Short error correction
edits that affect note accuracy are estimated to be less than 3% of the words in the
dictated notes. Longer edits primarily involved insertion of material associated with
clinical data or assessment and plans. The longer edits improve note completeness;
some could be handled with verbalized commands in dictation.
Conclusion Process interventions to reduce ASR documentation burden, whether
related to technology or the dictation/editing workflow, should apply a portfolio of
solutions to address all categories of required edits. Improved processes could reduce
an important barrier to broader use of ASR by clinicians and improve note quality.
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the note creation process, but these methods entail significant
trade-offs.6,7 Human transcription is expensive and typically
delays document availability by hours to days. This delay pre-
vents the timely use of clinical notes by other clinicians and by
point-of-care clinical decision-support systems that utilize nat-
ural language processing (NLP). Conversely, ASR has shorter
document turn-around-time (delay between dictation and
transcript availability) and lower marginal costs than human
transcription.8 ASR is commonly used for speech transcription,
and ithasa longhistory intheclinical setting.6However,broader
use of ASR in the clinical setting is limited by editing time,
uncaught errors, as well as administrative overhead.9 ASR lacks
the accuracy of traditional dictation,10 requiring clinicians,
rather than transcriptionists, to either spend time editing ASR
transcripts or accept flawed documentation.11 Interactive edit-
ing and dictationwith ASR can provide increased speed, longer
notes, and improved physician mood over typing alone.12

Unfortunately, current real-time editing tools for ASR are not
compatible with handheld devices, and thus are difficult for
clinicians to incorporate in inpatient settings.

Previous work within the clinical setting has evaluated
ASR note quality (e.g., accuracy), turn-around time, and
documentation time.6,10,11,13–16 Additionally, studies have
evaluated the prevalence and clinical significance of ASR
errors within dictated notes and explored mechanisms for
detecting ASR errors.17,18 A 2008 study of radiology reports
created using ASR found that 22% of the finalized notes
contained “potentially significant errors,”19 while a 2017
study involving ASR-created radiology reports found 1.9%
of the notes contained “material” errors.20 However, perfor-
mance for other specialties is less well studied. The existing
literature has not yielded a sufficiently clear understanding
of how clinicians edit ASR transcripts to inform the devel-
opment of technologies and workflows that overcome these
barriers.

In this work, we studied physician editing of clinical notes
created using a commercially available ASR system in a
noninteractive (asynchronous) setting. The study utilized
ASR in portable wireless recording devices, untethering
physicians from workstations and allowing mobile dictation
while on rounds. Physicians dictated to a recording device,
the dictation was automatically transcribed, and they later
edited the transcripts at a workstation, at their convenience.
The study focused on inpatient progress notes because the
short hospital stay and patient acuity make note timeliness
even more important than in the outpatient setting. In both
the inpatient and outpatient setting, physicians feel progress
notes take too long to create.1,21,22

We compared ASR transcripts with the associated final
edited notes to determine edited regions. The resulting
corpus of edits was analyzed to identify opportunities for
improving the note creation process. Our hypothesis was
that many edits could be automated, which would reduce
physician editing time. In this article, we present findings
related to the types of edits observed, which included short
modifications, as well as longer edits associated with a
continuation of the note creation process. Possibilities for
automation are discussed.

Objective

The objective was to understand how physicians use ASR to
create clinical notes, including how much of the finalized
note is created while editing the ASR transcripts and char-
acteristics of the edits. This objective is motivated by the
longer-termgoal of improving the note creation process. This
article focuses solely on the notes generated using ASR with
physician editing in an asynchronous setting and does not
explore physician satisfaction.

Materials and Methods

Setting and Participants
The clinical notes analyzed in thisworkwere created through
the voice-generated enhanced electronic note system
(VGEENS) study, which was an effort to improve timeliness,
quality, and physician satisfaction.23–25 The VGEENS study
developed and implemented a process for creating inpatient
progress notes for patients hospitalized on the internal
medicine service of two teaching hospitals (University of
Washington Medical Center and Harborview Medical Cen-
ter).23–25 Study participants were internal medicine physi-
cians, including resident physicians and attendings (but not
nurses, medical students, or other health professionals). The
study included an unblinded randomized controlled trial,
consisting of: a control group of physicians that created
progress notes by typing text into a note template (typical
approach at these medical centers) and an intervention
group that used the VGEENS to create notes. The VGEENS
used a commercial ASR software, Dragon Medical Edition 2
by Nuance Inc., in a noninteractive manner as described
above. The ASR software was not configured to utilize
verbalized commands for abbreviations, due to the limited
duration of the study and a desire to avoid ambiguous
abbreviations.26 Both medical centers use the Cerner Mil-
lennium Powerchart electronic medical record, and physi-
cians only have access to human transcriptionists for some
admission, discharge, and operative notes.

Physicians in the intervention group created their notes
after the patient visit on hospital rounds by dictating the
note to a Wi-Fi-connected recording device, including sec-
tion headings (e.g., “Assessment and Plan”) and verbalized
punctuation. The privacy and confidentiality of dictation in
open spaces were managed using the same internal policies
that govern provider conversations. The recorded audio was
transmitted to a server where it was transcribed using ASR,
and the transcription was postprocessed and placed in the
EHR inbox. Postprocessing routines automatically formatted
section headings, converted the note to rich text format, and
executed custom verbalized commands for automatically
inserting clinical data related to blood counts, vitals, liver
function, electrolytes, and coagulation studies. For example,
the verbalized command, “Please insert vitals” was automa-
tically replacedwith the applicable test result, “Vitals: T 36.4,
P 77, RR 16, BP 119/89 (02/07/16 12:13).” After postproces-
sing, the physician used EHR tools to manually edit and
format the transcript as needed to create the final EHR
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progress note and sign it. We refer to the output of the
automatic postprocessing as the “dictated note” and the
signed note in the EHR as the “final note.” Development of
the postprocessing routineswas not completed at the start of
the trial. They were rolled out during the study, in the
following order: formatting of section headings, conversion
to rich text format, and inclusion of verbalized commands.
All participants were provided written instructions regard-
ing the use of verbalized commands. Technical details of this
system are described elsewhere.24

Data
We analyzed the corpus of notes created by the VGEENS
intervention group using ASR. The intervention corpus con-
sists of 669 dictated final note pairs created by 15 physicians.
Only notes created by physicians who dictated at least 10
notes were used in this study, resulting in a corpus of 649
notes created by 9 physicians.

The text of each note was split into a sequence of tokens
basedonwhitespace andpunctuation,where tokens consisted
of words, punctuation symbols, and line breaks. To identify
edited regions, each dictated note was automatically aligned
with the correspondingfinalnoteusingGestalt patternmatch-
ing.27 This alignment algorithm recursively finds the longest
sequence of matching tokens within the note pairs, then the
next longest sequence ofmatching tokens to the left and right,
and so forth. Capitalization of tokens was ignored during the
alignment of the note pairs, and alignment spans were not
constrainedbysentenceboundariesor linebreaks. Theoriginal
audio filewas neither hand transcribed nor archived, so it was
not possible to distinguish between ASR-related edits and
other edits. In addition, any errors in the dictated notes that
were unchanged in the final notes were not captured by this
analysis.

Categorization of Edit Spans
To analyze editing practices, we developed a two-level
taxonomy of edits using labels produced by the alignment
algorithm (equal, replace, delete, insert). At the top level,
categories were designed for estimating the relative amount
of editing associated with transcript correction versus con-

tinued note creation. Subcategories were defined for ana-
lyses designed to inform future work on editing tools.

Top-Level Categorization of Spans
Word tokens associated with equal spans are labeled in both
versions of the notes as original. Any spans in the final notes
associated with verbalized commands in the dictated notes
were categorized as command; other unequal spans were
categorized as either a short edit or a continuation. The short
editcategorywas intended to include edits associatedwith: (1)
the correction of speech recognition errors, (2) correction of
disfluencies (repeated phrases, such as “the the,” or self-
corrections, such as “the left leg, correction the right leg”),
(3) incorporation of standard phrasing and formatting, and (4)
other minor rephrasing. The continuation category was
intended to reflect edits associated with a continuation of
the note creation process, including the removal of dictation
thatwasno longer relevantor the incorporationof information
thatwasnot dictated. Edit spanshaving four or fewer tokens in
both dictated and final spans were categorized as short edits.
All other edit spans were categorized as continuation.

The threshold of four tokens for identifying short editswas
chosen based on an analysis of ASR errors in a separate set of
eight dictated notes, where two physicians each dictated
(read) the same two note templates (ground truth) twice.We
aligned the recognized and ground truth transcripts as
described above to identify word differences. The word
differences were treated as errors, though a few differences
were probably due to reading errors. The ASR error rate was
approximately 5%, and 98% of all error spans involved four or
fewer consecutive tokens.

Continuation spans separated only by a single-token equal
span consisting of punctuation or a line break were merged
to form a single continuation span. This merging was neces-
sary due to the prevalence of punctuation and line break
tokens within the notes, which leads to incorrect splits of
some long edits. Merged continuation spans with different
span labels (e.g., delete and insert) were labeled replace.

►Table 1 contains alignment examples with the asso-
ciated edit type and span label. Deleted tokens are denoted
by strikethrough font and inserted tokens are denoted by

Table 1 Examples of edit types and span labels

No. Edit type Span
label

Example

1 Short edit Replace Pain in the right shoulder and upper extremity is fairly well-controlled, improves with
the novolin lower now lowered dose of dilaudid 0.1 mg via patient-controlled analgesia

2 Short edit Insert I suggested transitioning to oral pain medication today, but he would like to wait until
tomorrow

3 Continuation Replace He denies lightheadedness when sitting up from a laying position or going from a
seated to standing position associated with positional changes

4 Continuation Delete 1. Depression, worse in the setting of progressive cancer and having no family in the
area, continue lexapro pending visit from the psychiatric clinical nurse specialist for
additional emotional support

5 Continuation Insert … liver cirrhosis with ascites and edema. The ultrasound showed nodular appearance to
the liver…
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underline font. In this table, capitalization is removed. The
first example is likely due to an ASR error. The second
example may be related to an ASR error but could simply
be an editing addition. The third and fourth examples
illustrate how the continuation spans tend to reflect con-
tinued note creation. The fifth example includes two con-
tinuation spans separated by a single-token equal span, as an
example of spans that were merged.

Distinguishing between short edit and continuation spans
based on word sequence length is imperfect. For example,
physicians inserted the sentences “No clubbing or cyanosis”
and “No nausea or vomiting” during editing. The spans were
labeled as a short edit, even though they incorporated
information not originally dictated and thus were part of
continued note creation. Short edits also include changes
associated with formatting and nomenclature, such as delet-
ing nonstandard section headings (e.g., “CODE STATUS”:),
inserting standard section headings (e.g., “ASSESSMENT &
PLAN”:), and replacing dictated phrases with acronyms (e.g.,
“present on admission” ! “POA”). Our inspection of roughly
200 short edit and continuation spans indicated these types
of mislabeling are infrequent. Similarly, some of the long
replace edits involve simple rephrasing, which might not be
considered continued note creation. However, less than 2% of
the continuation spans had a similar number of dictated and
final tokens (length difference less than 25% or fewer than 3
tokens), so the replace continuation edits reflect more
changes than would be associated with formatting or ASR
errors, as in the examples in ►Table 1. Most of the results in
this article are presented in terms of token count, rather than
span count, sowe do not expect the infrequentmislabeling of
shorter spans to significantly affect either physician-level or
corpus-level results.

Subcategorization of Edits
Continuation spans are subcategorized according towhether
they are associated with the dictated note versus the final
note. Dictated continuation spans that are aligned as delete or
replace are categorized as omit content, and final note
continuation spans that are aligned as insert or replace are
categorized as new content. The average contribution of
these categories to each note pair was calculated for the
major topical sections to determine which are most affected
by continued editing. Additionally, we investigated the pos-
sibility that new spans reflect text copying from previous
notes by comparing sequential note pairs created within
48 hours of each other for the same patient and physician
(110 note pairs created by 7 physicians).a Copied text was
identified by aligning the new spans in the current note with
the text of the previous note using Gestalt pattern matching.

We defined subcategories of short edits motivated by how
the edit might be detected andwhether the category could be
automatically extracted by word look-up tables and pattern
matching tests. ►Table 2 describes the short edit categories.

The categories are listed in order of the patternmatching tests,
so a “she” versus “he” substitution was classified as a gender
edit rather than a functionword edit. The edit types expected
to represent clinically significant errors include: numbers,
medical,gender, andnegation. In counting short edits,wefollow
conventions used inASR, includingdeletions from thedictated
note, and insertions and replacements (substitutions) from
the final (reference) note. However, the standard ASR word
error rate (WER) formula is normalized by the number of
reference tokens, which would be misleading for documents
with large amounts of continuation editing. Thus, we adapted
the WER formula to calculate the short edit rate (SER) as:
SER ¼ (DD þ IF þ RF)/ND,where DD is the number of dictated
tokens deleted, IF is the number of final tokens inserted, RF is
the number of final tokens in replacement spans, andND is the
total number of dictated tokens.

Because capitalization was ignored in alignment, some
equal spans involved capitalization edits. Two types of capi-
talization edits are distinguished based on whether or not
they were associated with the start of a sentence, for exam-
ple, for words occurring after a period, line break, or colon.
Examples of sentence internal capitalization edits include
acronyms (all upper case) and medical specialties.

Results

Note Composition
Theaverage tokencountof thedictatedandfinalnotes fromthe
interventiongroupwas779 (min ¼ 18,max ¼ 2,831, standard
deviation [SD] ¼ 495) and 1,151 (min ¼ 62, max ¼ 4,061,
SD ¼ 633), respectively. In a random sample of 101 manually
typed notes from the control group, the average note length
was 985 tokens (min ¼ 228, max ¼ 1,650, SD ¼ 343). All
subsequent results pertain only to the intervention group

Table 2 Short edit categories

Short edit
category

Description

Equivalent Equivalent dictated and final word
sequences (e.g., “rehab” versus
“rehabilitation” or “present on
admission” versus “poa”)

Punctuation All tokens were punctuation or line
break (e.g., comma insertion)

Numbers Word sequences include at least one
number

Medical terms Word sequences include at least one
medical term

Gender Different gender in dictated and final
word sequence (“she” versus “he”)

Function words All tokens were function words (e.g.,
“and” versus “in,” insertion of “but”)

Negation At least one negative inserted or
deleted (e.g., insertion of “not”)

Other edits Edits that did not fall into previous
categories

a The number of note pairs for which copying would have been
possible is low because not all patient notes are captured in the
intervention data set.
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notes. Within the final notes, 60% of the words (691 tokens) in
the final note were from original spans, and 40% (460 tokens)
were manually inserted (34% from continuation spans and 6%
from short edit spans, corresponding to 391 and 69 tokens,
respectively). On average, 13% of the dictated tokens (101
tokens) were deleted or replaced during editing. Fewer than
2% of continuation spans had a similar number of dictated and
final tokens andwere ofmedium length (5–7 tokens), suggest-
ing that at least 98% of the continuation spans are unlikely to be
simple rephrasing.

►Fig. 1 contains a breakdown of the dictated and final
notes by physician in terms of the span labels. The short edits
in the dictated bar are words that were deleted or replaced
during editing. We observed three primary note creation
strategies: (1) dictated a majority of the note with heavy
editing of transcription (physicians A, B, D, F, H), (2) dictated
a minority of the note with significant additions during
editing (physicians C, E, I), and (3) dictated the entire note
with very little editing (physician G).

We did not find a simple relationship between the num-
ber of notes created by a physician and the percentage of the
final note that was dictated. This observation suggests that
increased experience with the ASR system did not result in
physicians dictating a larger portion of the note.

Manually Inserted Information
Manually inserted information incorporates new informa-
tion and findings that were not dictated. ►Fig. 2 contains a
breakdown of the dictated and final notes by topical note
section in terms of average token count. The most editing,
including short edit and continuation spans, occurs in the
Assessment & Plan section, with 53% of the short edit tokens
in the final notes (average of 37 tokens per note) and 58% of

the new continuation tokens (average of 227 tokens per note)
in the final notes occurring in this section. Approximately
26% of the new tokens (average of 102 tokens per note) were
inserted in sections that typically incorporate patient clinical
data available through the EHR (e.g., test results), including
the ID/Chief Complaint, ScheduledMeds, PRNMeds, Physical
Exam, Labs,Microbiology, and Imaging sections. The Physical
Exam and Labs sections accounted for 17% of the new tokens
(average of 66 tokens per note).

The insertion of new information during editing raises the
question of whether the dictated intervention notes are
more informative than the control notes. The analysis of
the VGEENS dictated intervention notes and manually typed
control notes from Payne and colleagues23,25 included mea-
sures of note quality using the 9-Item Physician Documenta-
tion Quality Instrument (PDQI-9).28 These studies found no
significant differences in the PDQI-9 scores between the
VGEENS intervention and control notes.

Verbalized Commands
Of the nine participants, four physicians used VGEENS before
the verbalized command functionality was available. After
the introduction of verbalized commands, four physicians
used the commands and one physician did not utilize the
functionality. The physicians who used verbalized com-
mands (physicians A, B, C, and E) collectively created 371
notes without verbalized commands and 125 notes with
verbalized commands. All of the results automatically
inserted through verbalized commands were longer than
four tokens. In the subset of notes that included verbalized
commands, an average of 32 tokens was automatically
inserted per note within the Physical Exam and Labs sec-
tions. The average number of tokens added inmanual editing

Fig. 1 Breakdown of dictated (d) and final notes (f) by physician, in terms of unedited dictation (original), revised dictation (short edit), omitted
dictation (omit), new content (new), and content inserted through verbalized commands (command). omit and new categories are associated
with continuation edits. The note breakdowns are based on average of token counts normalized by the average length of the physician’s final
notes. The number of notes created by each physician is indicated by the bracketed numbers under the physician labels.
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decreased from 66 to 63 for continuation spans, and the
average final length of these sections increased from 226 to
246 tokens (9% increase).

New Spans
We investigated two possible reasons for the new spans:
copying text from previous notes, and availability of addi-
tional information associated with a delay between note
creation and editing. In the notes that included copied text,
an average of 141 tokens per note was copied from the
previous note, with 86% of the copied tokens occurring in
the Assessment & Plan section.Within the Assessment & Plan
section, 62% of the tokens added through continuation spans
were copied from the previous notes, and these accounted
for 42% of the tokens added through continuation spans in
the entire note. The copying was primarily utilized by three
physicians, who accounted for 96% of the copied text of the
Assessment & Plan section.

We hypothesized that a delay between patient visit and
dictationmight increase the percentage of the final note that
is dictated, because more information (e.g., new laboratory
results or consultation with other physicians) would be
available during dictation. We also hypothesized that a delay
between dictation and note editing (note finalization) might
decrease the percentage of the final note that is dictated,
because more informationwould be available during editing
than during dictation. Trends supporting these hypotheses
were observed for some physicians, but overall therewere no
significant differences attributable to delay.

Short Edit and Capitalization Edit Distribution
There are approximately 53 short edit spans per note (SD of
45 short edit spans per note) corresponding to an average 38

dictated tokens (5% of dictated note) and 71 final note tokens
(6% of the final note). The large variance reflects differences
in note length and note creation strategies. Four short edit
types were frequent in the data: punctuation (44%), medical
terms (23%), function words (9%), and numbers (5%). The
short edit types that were most likely to be associated with
errors that have a significant effect on note accuracy include
numbers, medical, gender, and negatives. Of these, gender
and negatives only account for 1% of the short edit spans. In
contrast to the span level (29%), the short edits that affect
note accuracy account for 58% of short edit tokens in the
dictated notes, corresponding to an average of 22 dictated
tokens (3% of the dictated note). For all short edits, the SER
was 10%, and for the subset of short edits that affect accuracy,
the SER was 4%. Physicians A and B created 60% of the notes
and collectively account for 87% of the short edit tokens in the
dictated and final notes. Physicians edited the capitalization
of an average of 6 tokens per note: 51% were associated with
sentence boundaries and 49% were sentence internal.

Discussion

Most of the physicians in the study heavily edited the
dictated notes, making both short edits and continuation
edits. Short edits represent 81% of the edit spans, and they
may be an important source of frustration for physicians
because locating shorter edits requires time and attention to
detail. The SER for all short edits was 10%. While many of
these edits reflect format changes as opposed to actual
errors, the finding suggests that the ASR error rate is higher
than the advertised rate of 1%,29 consistent with recent real-
world trials of ASR demonstrating higher error rates and
time demands compared with manual entry.7 The results

Fig. 2 Breakdown of dictated (column d) and final notes (column f) by note section, in terms of unedited, dictation (original), revised dictation
(short edit), omitted dictation (omit), new content (new), and content inserted through verbalized commands (command). omit and new
categories are associated with continuation edits. The note breakdowns are presented in terms of average token counts.
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indicate there are on average 22 short edit tokens per dictated
note (3% of the dictated note) that affect note accuracy,
suggesting that careful review of the dictated notes is
required to avoid medically significant errors. There were
an additional 6 capitalization edits per note.

If we count changes in the document by number of words,
the continuation edits dominate. We found that clinical note
creation using ASR in a noninteractive, asynchronous setting
involved a substantial amount of editing by physicians—
beyond what would be expected from edits associated
with ASR errors, disfluencies, and formatting. Within the
VGEENS framework, physicians continued the note creation
process during editing, adding 34% of the final note tokens
through continuation spans. For some physicians, the new
content appeared to be pasted in and was primarily in the
Assessment & Plan section. A smaller number of inserted
tokens was associated with physical exam and laboratory
results. Physicians may have found manual entry of the
continuation span content faster or more accurate than
dictation; other continuation span information may have
become available after dictation.

The findings raise questions to explore in user studies on
improving the note creationprocess, including both timingof
dictation and editing and technological interventions (e.g.,
commands for inserting information, automatic flagging of
likely errors). Based on the distribution of short edit and
capitalization subcategories, we estimate that roughly 80%
are amenable to automatic detection algorithms that could
be used in an enhanced editing tool to alert physicians to
spans of text to check, optionally with proposed corrections.
Advances in NLP algorithms for ASR error detection,30–32

disfluency detection,33 sentence segmentation,34 true cas-
ing,35 and entity recognition36 are relevant here. Such algo-
rithms also benefit from incorporating additional resources,
such as patient data within the EHR and biomedical knowl-
edge sources, as shown for edit detection.37 For certain
aspects of the note, such as the Physical Exam and Labs
sections, both dictation and editing time can be reduced
through the use of verbal commands, which led to increased
length of notes for the physicians who used this capability in
VGEENS. Properly designed, the use of such editing tools
should decrease editing time and improve note quality by
reducing the possibility that the clinician will miss an error.

The predominance of manual entry in the Assessment &
Plan section is likely a consequence of the asynchronous
workflow, since such behaviors have not been noted in
papers discussing the use of ASR in an interactive dictation
setting (to our knowledge). However, the asynchronous
setting has some workflow benefits. Future development
efforts should explore technology enabling physicians to
maintain and interact with problem lists and care plans
including both verbal commands in dictation and interactive
tools for editing. There are potential advantages to manually
retyping or inserting vital signs and other patient data into
the note, because the act of doing so maymake the physician
more aware of these findings. This manual insertion must be
balanced against the disadvantages, which include reduced
time for other more important tasks. In practice, we find that

physicians use templates that automatically insert these
data, rather than typing them.

In this study, three primary note taking strategies
emerged, but the physician sample size was too small to
identify specific characteristics (typing speed, familiarity
with dictation, etc.) that correlate with these strategies.
With a larger participant pool, more note taking strategies
may emerge, and the relationship between specific personal
characteristics and note taking strategies may be identified
and used to implement more personalized interventions to
improve efficiency, quality, and satisfaction. In addition, a
larger pool and/or longer study would make it possible to
learnwhether physicians adapt to the ASR system to improve
note creation efficiency.

The analyses looked only at statistics available through
automatic text analysis; it does not include assessments of
note quality, which requires human evaluation of a large
number of notes. Additional work is needed to understand
the effect editing has on documentation time andnote quality.
The analysis of note quality could be extended to leverage
guidelines from the Healthcare Documentation Quality
Assessment and Management Best Practices Web site.38

This study has important limitations. We focused on
inpatient progress notes rather than hospital admission
notes, discharge summaries, or outpatient clinic notes. Our
findings may differ from what would be learned using the
same techniques for these other note types. However, out-
patient progress notes—one of the most common note types
physicians in the outpatient setting create—are similar in
structure to hospital progress notes. Both generally follow a
Subjective, Objective, Assessment, and Plan format, in which
patient history, physical exam findings, laboratory and other
results, and the plan of action is included. In addition, the
findings may not apply to other health care organizations or
specialties, and they may change as ASR performance
improves. Finally, the note creation strategies of both the
control group,whichmanually typed notes, and intervention
group, which dictated notes, may have been influenced by
the unblinded nature of this study, resulting in physicians
beingmore diligent in their documentation process than in a
real-world setting.

Conclusion

As others have observed, we found that physicians made
many short, potentially time-consuming, edits throughout
the note. The short edits implement changes related to
formatting, rephrasing, and the correction of disfluencies
and ASR errors.While short editswere frequent, amajority of
the editing involved extended changes to the Assessment &
Plan, which can be viewed as a continuation of the note
creation process in this asynchronous editing setting. In an
extensive survey of publications on ASR for EHR, Kumah-
Crystal et al conclude that further research is needed to
understand the impact of ASR tools on EHR workflow and
safety.9 Our findings raise additional considerations related
to asynchronous editing and tools to facilitate both short and
extended edits.
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Clinical Relevance Statement

When creating clinical notes using ASR, clinicians edit
transcripts with both short modifications that improve
note accuracy and formatting, as well as longer edits that
improve note relevance and completeness. Interventions to
reduce ASR documentation burden should apply a portfolio
of solutions to address all categories of required edits,
including mechanisms for automatically inserting different
types of edits as well as automatic formatting and error
detection.

Multiple Choice Questions

1. This study explored the creation of clinical notes using
automatic speech recognition (also known as voice recog-
nition) in a noninteractive (asynchronous) setting. Dictated
notes and the associated finalized notes were compared
with identify physician edits. Edits were categorized as
either a “short edit” (edits associatedwith error correction,
rephrasing, and formatting) or a “continuation” (edits
associatedwithacontinuationof thenotecreationprocess).
Which of the following is an example of a “short edit”?
a. Inclusion of recent laboratory results.
b. Removal of speech disfluencies, where the dictation

includes repeated phrases.
c. Removal of dictated information that is no longer

relevant.
d. Copying of content from the previous note.

Correct Answer: The correct answer is option b, removal
of speech disfluencies, where the dictation includes
repeated phrases. “Short edits” included the correction
of speech recognition errors, correction of disfluencies,
incorporation of standard phrasing and formatting, and
other minor rephrasing. Answers A, C, and D are examples
of “continuation” edits, including the removal of dictation
that is no longer relevant or the incorporation of informa-
tion that was not dictated. Please refer to Pezzullo et al11

for further study.

2. This study found that clinical note creation using auto-
matic speech recognition in a noninteractive, asynchro-
nous setting involved a substantial amount of editing
(both short and extended edits) by physicians. Which of
the following best describes this editing?
a. Editing was primarily associated with the correction of

speech recognition errors.
b. Editing was associated with multiple factors, related to

accuracy, completeness, and formatting.
c. Editing was limited to the inclusion information that

was not dictated.
d. Editing was primarily associated with EHR-related for-

matting requirements.

Correct Answer: The correct answer is option b, editing
was associated with multiple factors, related to accuracy,
completeness, and formatting. Notes were edited to
implement a range of changes, related to the correction

of ASR errors, the correction of disfluencies, implementa-
tion of standardized nomenclature and formatting, and
inclusion of information not dictated. Please refer to
Johnson et al10 for further study.
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